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Abstract

We consider computational issues in combining logical
knowledge bases represented by their characteristic mod-
els; in particular, we study taking their logical intersection.
We present efficient algorithms or prove intractability for the
major computation problems for Horn knowledge bases. We
also consider an extension of Horn theories, for which nega-
tive results are obtained. They indicate that generalizing the
positive results beyond Horn theories is not immediate.

Introduction
More recently, model-based reasoning has been proposed
as an alternative to the traditional approach of represent-
ing and accessing a logical knowledge base through for-
mulas, cf. (Dechter & Pearl 1992; Kautz, Kearns, & Sel-
man 1993; 1995; Kavvadias, Papadimitriou, & Sideri 1993;
Khardon & Roth 1996; 1997). In this approach, a logical
knowledge base is represented by a subset of its
models, which are commonly called characteristic models,
rather than by a set of formulas. Reasoning from be-
comes then as easy as to test whether a given query is
true in all models of ; for suitable , this can be decided
efficiently. Note that it has also be shown that abduction
from a represented by its characteristic models can be
done in polynomial time (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993;
Khardon & Roth 1996), while this problem is intractable
under formula representation (Selman & Levesque 1990;
Eiter & Gottlob 1995).

This time speed up comes at the price of space; indeed,
the formula-based and the model-based approach are or-
thogonal, in the sense that while a may have small
representation in the one formalism, it can be exponen-
tially larger sized in the other. The intertranslatability of
the two approaches, in particular for Horn theories, has
been addressed in (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993; 1995;
Kavvadias, Papadimitriou, & Sideri 1993; Khardon 1995;
Khardon & Roth 1996).
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A number of techniques for efficient model-based rep-
resentation of various fragments of propositional logic
have been devised, cf. (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1995;
Khardon & Roth 1996; 1997). However, little attention has
been paid so far on the important issue of how under this
representation different knowledge bases
can be combined into a single .

The semantical issue of combining knowledge bases has
been studied in the recent literature, see e.g. (Baral, Kraus,
& Minker 1991; Subrahmanian 1994; Liberatore & Schaerf
1998), and we do not pick up the same issue here; rather, we
are interested in tools for operations at the technical level.

In this context, a principal operation is taking the logical
intersection of , i.e., the resulting knowl-
edge base should have the models which are com-
mon to all ' s. While this operation is easily ac-
complished under formula-based representation (just take

), this task appears to be much more com-
plicated under model-based representation. In fact, it is
a priori not clear, how from the characteristic models of
the individual 's the characteristic models of can
be efficiently constructed, and what the complexity of this
problem is; even an efficient algorithm for simply deciding
the consistency of is unclear.

In this paper, we study the problems of computing char-
acteristic as well as arbitrary models of the logical inter-
section of propositional theories .
We focus on 's which are Horn theories, as such the-
ories are frequently encountered in the context of knowl-
edge representation, and have received the major attention
in (Dechter & Pearl 1992; Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993;
1995; Khardon 1995; Khardon & Roth 1996). In particular,
we consider the following main problems.

Problem MODEL

Input: Sets of characteristic models , repre-
senting Horn theories , .

Output: Model in if ; else, “No”.

Problem CMODEL

Input: Sets of characteristic models , repre-
senting Horn theories , .
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Output: A characteristic model in if
; otherwise, “No”.

Problem ALL-MODELS

Input: Sets of characteristic models , repre-
senting Horn theories , .

Output: All models in .

Problem ALL-CMODELS

Input: Sets of characteristic models , repre-
senting Horn theories , .

Output: All characteristic models in .

Notice that problem MODEL contains the consistency
problem of as a special case; if we have an efficient algo-
rithm for MODEL, then we can use it for an efficient check
whether is consistent, i.e., . Such a consistency test
is another principal operation. Note that by the results of
(Dowling & Gallier 1984), problem MODEL and the con-
sistency check can be done in linear time under formula
representation.

Obviously, problem MODEL is not harder than problem
CMODEL, since any procedure for the latter can be used for
the former. However, it remains to see whether the compu-
tation of an arbitrary model can be done more efficiently.

Problem ALL-MODELS generalizes the first problem,
and is of interest for the issue of producing all models of

. Ideally, the models are generated one at a time, so that
we can stop any time when no further models are desired.
Such a procedure is valuable e.g. in case-based reasoning,
if one tries to find a “model” of the reality which fits a given
description.

Problem ALL-CMODELS is the counterpart for
CMODEL. Here, we are interested in the complete output,
as it is the requested representation of in terms of its
characteristic models.

From the results in (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993),
it easily follows that the output size of problem ALL-
MODELS may be exponential in the input size, even if

. However, it was unknown whether a similar result
holds for ALL-CMODELS. In this paper, we show this by
an example in which the output of ALL-CMODELS has
models, while and .

Since ALL-MODELS and ALL-CMODELS may have ex-
ponential output, they are clearly not solvable in poly-
nomial time. Observe that our latter result improves on
(Gogic, Papadimitriou, & Sideri 1998, Theorem 6), which
states that for , ALL-CMODELS is not polynomial
unless .

However, this does not rule out the possibility of an algo-
rithm which enumerates the models with polynomial delay
(Johnson, Yannakakis, & Papadimitriou 1988), i.e., the next
model is always output in time polynomial in the input size,
and the algorithm stops in polynomial time after the last
output. Any such algorithm runs in polynomial total time
(Johnson, Yannakakis, & Papadimitriou 1988), i.e., poly-
nomial in the combined size of input and output. As ALL-
MODELS outputs more models than ALL-CMODELS, there

appear more chances of having a polynomial total time al-
gorithm for ALL-MODELS; we shall see in this paper that
this is in fact the case.

Detailed Proofs of all results are given in the full pa-
per, which contains more results (Eiter, Makino, & Ibaraki
1998).

Preliminaries
We assume a standard propositional language with atoms

, where each takes either value (true) or
(false). Negated atoms are denoted by .
A model is a vector in , whose -th component

is denoted by . For models , we denote by
the usual componentwise ordering, i.e., for all

, where ; means and
. As usual, is the reverse ordering. For

, we denote by the model such that ,
if and , if , for all .

A theory is any set of models; its cardinal-
ity is denoted by . By and we denote
the sets of minimal and maximal models in under , re-
spectively, where is maximal (resp., minimal) model
in , if there is no such that (resp., ).

A propositional clause is Horn, if
at most one literal is positive, and a CNF is Horn, if it
contains only Horn clauses. A theory is Horn, if there
exists a Horn CNF representing it.

Horn theories have a well-known model-theoretic
characterization. Denote by componentwise AND
of vectors , and by the closure of

under . Then, is Horn, if and only if
. Note that as a consequence, any Horn theory

has the least (i.e., unique minimal) model ,
i.e., .

E.g., consider and
. Then, for

, , we have , while
; hence is not Horn. On the other hand,

, thus is Horn.
For any Horn theory , a model is called char-

acteristic (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993) (or extreme
(Dechter & Pearl 1992)), if . The set
of all characteristic models of , the characteristic set of

, is denoted by . Note that every Horn theory
has a unique characteristic set and that

. E.g., , while ;
it holds that .

Finding Some Model
We start with the following lemma, which is useful for solv-
ing problem MODEL.
Lemma 1 Let , , be Horn the-
ories, and let . Then any satisfies

(1)



Proof. First note that
holds for some , ,

by the definitions of and . Then we have
for all , and hence (1).

Based on the lemma, a model of is found as follows.
Clearly, has no model, if some is empty; if not,

then consider the least models of . If
they all coincide, then is a model of , which is
the output. Otherwise, exploiting Lemma 1, we look at the
least upper bound of as a new candidate for a
model; in fact, any must satisfy . Since
must be generated from characteristic models in each ,
we can discard all characteristic models which for sure do
not contribute in that. Since the resulting theories are Horn,
we can iterate and build a chain

such that either is found to be a model of , or
is detected.

The formal description of this algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm MODEL

Input: Characteristic sets , representing
Horn theories , .

Output: Model if ; else, “No”.

Step 0. for each do ;

Step 1. if for some then output “No” and halt;

Step 2. if
then output and halt;

Step 3. ;
for each do ;
goto Step 1.

Example 1 Let , ,
and , , .

In step 2, we have and
; hence, is output. Note that

, ; thus, output of is
correct.

An analysis of its run time gives the following result.

Theorem 1 Problem MODEL can be solved in
time.

In fact, algorithm MODEL finds a distinguished model
of ; it is not hard to see from its working that the output is
the least model of . Thus,

Corollary 1 Algorithm MODEL finds the least model of
in time if , and out-

puts “No” if .

Algorithm MODEL has run time about size of the input
times the number of propositional atoms, and is thus almost
quadratic in the worst case.

In the full paper, we describe an improved version
MODEL+ which runs in time, i.e., in lin-
ear time. This is achieved by using appropriate data struc-
tures, including cross-reference lists and counters which
help in avoiding that the same bit of the input is examined
more than a constant number of times. We only note the
result.
Proposition 1 Given the characteristic sets of
Horn theories , , deciding con-
sistency and computing the least model of is

possible in time, i.e., in linear time.

Finding Some Characteristic Model
Also problem CMODEL can be solved in polynomial time.

Basically, we can proceed as follows. We construct the
least model of as a candidate in ; this is
possible using algorithm MODEL. Then, two cases arise:

; in this case, we can output and stop.
; here, is replaced by a new larger candi-

date model , , and the process is continued.

Since any chain of models
is bounded, the algorithm eventually finds some character-
istic model (as any maximal model is characteristic) and
halts. The problem is recognizing which case applies, and
to select in a proper . It can be seen that
holds, if (but not only if) the following condition holds. Let

and .

(2)

On the other hand, if for some , (2) is violated, then any
model is a model of with ; since
some characteristic model exists, we can safely select

and replace each by the set .
Example 2 Let again , ,

and , , .
The least model of is

. Thus, we have and . For

, we have and ,

; hence, vio-
lates (2). Thus, we set and continue; we set

and , . Then,

we obtain and , . Con-

sequently, for each , is empty, which means that con-

dition (2) is true; hence, is output. Note that
, ; thus, output of is

correct.

Improving the above method, we can save on time by
exploiting the observation that if some with satis-
fies (2), then we need not check if (2) holds for this later
again. Indeed, this means that there exists no such
that and .

Formally, our algorithm can be written as follows.



Algorithm CMODEL
Input: Characteristic sets of Horn theories

, .

Output: A model , where , if
; otherwise, “No”.

Step 1. find the least model in ;
if no such exists then output “No”
else for each do

;

Step 2. for each do
if then begin

for each do
;

if then begin
find a model in ;

;
for each do

;
end;

end;

Step 3. output the model .

An analysis of the running time of this algorithm yields
the following result.

Theorem 2 Problem CMODEL can be solved in
time.

From the working of this algorithm, we see that it out-
puts some particular characteristic model, namely a maxi-
mal model of . We thus obtain the following result.

Corollary 2 Algorithm CMODEL finds a maximal model
in in time if , and

outputs “No” if .

The fact that we can compute some characteristic model
fast does not automatically mean that we can recognize
any characteristic model fast; nonetheless, this task can be
solved in polynomial time. The key for this result is the
following lemma.

Lemma 2 Let be a Horn theory and be a model in .
Then holds if and only if and

where .

Exploiting this Lemma, we construct the following algo-
rithm for characteristic model checking.

Algorithm CHECK-CMODEL
Input: Characteristic sets of Horn theories

, , and a model .
Output: “Yes”, if , otherwise, “No”.

Step 0. if then output “Yes” and halt else ;

Step 1. for each with do begin
for each do

;

if then begin
:= least model in ;

;
end;

end;

Step 2. if then output “No”
else output “Yes”.

Example 3 Let as above ,
, and , ,

, and suppose .
Then, in step 1 of CHECK-CMODEL, ; in step

2, takes values and . For , we obtain

and , hence ,

and is unchanged. For , we have again

and ; hence is not changed. In step
3, the check yields false (for empty ,

); hence the output is “Yes”. Note that
is indeed a characteristic model of .

An analysis of the running time of the algorithm yields
the following result.

Theorem 3 Given the characteristic sets of Horn
theories , , and a model

, checking if is possible in

time.

ALL-CMODELS and ALL-MODELS

It is known that for a Horn theory , the number of its
models may be exponential in . Thus the output
size of ALL-MODELS may be exponential in the input size.
For ALL-CMODELS, we derive an analogous result.

Claim 1 For every , there exist Horn theories and
such that and

, where .

Proof. (Sketch) Fix , and define as fol-
lows. Let , for
and = 1,. . . ,4n . Then,

,

.

E.g., for , we have

,
.

Observe that . Since and
, there are Horn theories and such

that and . Define

For , we have

, , .



Observe that . It can be shown that .
Since , the claim is verified.

Hence, a polynomial time algorithm in the input size for
ALL-CMODELS is impossible, which improves (Gogic, Pa-
padimitriou, & Sideri 1998, Theorem 6).

However, even the remaining hope for a polynomial total
time algorithm is unlikely to come true, since the following
related problem is intractable.

Lemma 3 The problem ADD-CMODEL: Given character-
istic sets of Horn theories ,

and , where , decide if
some exists; is NP-hard, even for .

Proof. (Sketch) We prove NP-hardness by a reduction from
the satisfiability problem (SAT) (Garey & Johnson 1979);
we define for a given CNF formula on
atoms polynomially computable sets , , and of
vectors in , such that ,

and . Moreover,
holds iff is unsatisfiable.

Theorem 4 There is no polynomial total time algorithm for
problem ALL-CMODELS, unless P NP.

Proof. Assume there is an algorithm A for ALL-CMODELS

with polynomial running time , where is the input
length and the output length. We solve ADD-CMODEL

using A: Execute A until either it halts or time
is reached. In case , output “Yes” if A out-

puts some vector in ; otherwise, “No”. In case
, output “Yes”, since it implies . Hence,

ADD-CMODEL is solvable in time polynomial in and ,
which contradicts Lemma 3 unless P NP.

In the full paper, we also show that approximating
is hard; unless , there are no polynomial total time
algorithms for computing a polynomially larger superset or
a polynomial fraction of , respectively.

Contrary to ALL-CMODELS, problem ALL-MODELS

has a polynomial total time algorithm. As we show that it
is possible to check whether a partial vector ,
where ' ?' represents unknown, can be completed to a model

in polynomial time, we can apply the method of dy-
namic lexicographic ordering (Dechter & Itai 1992) to enu-
merate all models with polynomial delay. The algorithm
uses a bookkeeping vector and a subrou-
tine PART-MODEL, which has the following specification:

Procedure PART-MODEL
Input: Characteristic sets of Horn theories

, , and a list of values
, .

Output: Model such that holds
for all , if one exists; “No,” otherwise.

This algorithm can be implemented to run in
time. The main algorithm is then

as follows.

Algorithm ALL-MODELS

Input: Characteristic sets of Horn theories
, .

Output: All models , if ; other-
wise, “No”.

Step 1. call MODEL to find some model ;
if the answer is “No”, then output “No” and halt
else begin output ;

;
end;

Step 2. if then begin
call PART-MODEL( );
if a model is returned then
begin output ;

set ; ;
for to do ;

end
end;

Step 3. if then halt
else begin ; goto Step 2 end.

Example 4 Let again ,
and .

In Step 1, the call to MODEL returns the least model of
, which is ; this model is output and is

initialized to and .
In Step 2, PART-MODEL is called for the list of
values (we omit , which may be accessed as

global variables). The model is returned, which is
output and assigned to ; is updated to and is
set to 5 and decreased to 4 in Step 3, where the computation
returns to Step 2.

In Step 3, is decreased to 3, and in next iteration of
Step 2, PART-MODEL is called for the values 0,0,0. The
answer is “No”, and hence is decreased to 2 in Step 3.
Subsequently, in Step 2 PART-MODEL is called for the
values 0,1. The model is returned, which is
output; , , and .

In the next 2 iterations, PART-MODEL is called for
values 0,1,1,1 and 0,1,0, respectively, for which “No” is
returned; after decreasing to 1, PART-MODEL is called
again for value 1, which also returns “No”. Hence, in
Step 3 is true, and the algorithm stops.

Thus, the models output are: (0010), (0110), and (0011);
these are precisely the models in .

The analysis of the time complexity of ALL-MODELS,
gives us the next result.

Theorem 5 Algorithm ALL-MODELS is a polynomial
delay algorithm for ALL-MODELS, where the delay is

.

Further Results and Conclusion
As shown in (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman 1993), a striking
advantage of characteristic models is that both deduction



of a CNF formula and abduction of a query letter
from the characteristic models of a Horn theory is possible

in polynomial time. In the full paper, we show the following
results:

Theorem 6 Deductive inference of a CNF formula
from , given and the characteristic sets

of the Horn theories for in-
put, is feasible in time, where is the
number of clauses in ;

Theorem 7 Abduction of a letter from ,
given and the characteristic sets of the
Horn theories and a given set of assump-
tions is NP-complete.

The results show that deduction scales up gracefully from
a single Horn to the intersection of multiple Horn

, while this is not the case for abduction; it indicates
that the tractability result in (Kautz, Kearns, & Selman
1993) is not very robust.

Characteristic models have been generalized to Non-
Horn theories by making use of monotone theory (Bshouty
1995) in (Khardon & Roth 1996). This approach is promis-
ing, since many advantages of Horn theories carry over
to Non-Horn theories. In this direction, we investigate in
the full paper the class of extended Horn theories,
which contains Horn and reverse Horn theories, i.e., the-
ories which become Horn by negating all propositions. For
this class, we establish the following result.

Theorem 8 Problem MODEL for class is NP-hard,
even if .

We prove this result by a reduction from the EXACT-
HITTING-SET problem (Garey & Johnson 1979).

Corollary 3 For class , problem CMODEL is NP-
hard, and there exist no polynomial total time algorithms
for ALL-MODELS and ALL-CMODELS, unless P NP.

Moreover, also deduction and abduction for are in-
tractable. This indicates that a generalization of characteris-
tic models is not immediately computationally feasible for
combining knowledge bases. Moreover, an investigation of
relevant classes besides Horn theories which are benign for
combination remains to be done.

Further operations in combining theories may be
needed; e.g., taking the union . Notice that

is not necessarily Horn, if all are Horn; in that case,
may be approximated by Horn theories (Kautz, Kearns,

& Selman 1995; Kavvadias, Papadimitriou, & Sideri 1993).
Our further and future work addresses these and other is-

sues; e.g., we investigate into conditions for Horn which
may serve as a basis for suitable algorithms.
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